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Contacting carbon nanotubes selectively with low-ohmic contacts
for four-probe electric measurements
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~Received 5 January 1998; accepted for publication 15 May 1998!

Contact resistances of multiwalled nanotubes deposited on gold contact fingers are very large. We
show that the contact resistances decrease by orders of magnitudes when the contact areas are
selectively exposed to the electron beam in a scanning electron microscope. The focused electron
beam enables the selection of one particular nanotube for electrical measurement in a four-terminal
configuration, even if a loose network of nanotubes is deposited on the gold electrodes. For all
measured nanotubes, resistance values lie in a narrow range of 0.35–2.6 kV at room temperature.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!04228-4#
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Carbon nanotubes, discovered in 1991,1 represent a new
class of carbon-based conducting nanowires suitable for
investigation of mesoscopic electric transport phenome
One distinguishes between multiwall nanotubes~MWNTs!
consisting of a series of coaxial graphite cylinders a
single-wall nanotubes~SWNTs!. Graphite cylinders have
predicted the remarkable property to be either metallic
semiconducting depending on how the graphite layer
wrapped into a cylinder.2 This prediction may be verified by
electrical transport measurements. Electrical resistance
first measured for bundles3 and oriented films4 of MWNTs
yielding resistivities of 6.531023 and 2031023 V cm at
300 K, respectively. In temperature dependent resista
measurements on a single MWNT, Langeret al. found a
logarithmic increase in the two-terminal resistance at l
temperatures indicative of weak localization for a disorde
metal.5 On the other hand, Ebbessenet al. reported four-
terminal resistance measurements of different individ
MWNTs with metallic as well as semiconducting tempe
ture dependencies.6 Since resistivities at 300 K varied by u
to six orders of magnitude, from 531026 to 6 V cm, this
was taken as evidence that nanotubes can be metalli
semiconducting. Using the needle of a scanning-force mic
scope as one of the electric contact, Daiet al. found lower
variations in resistances for MWNTs at 300 K, betwe
831024 and 1231023 V cm.7 Recently, resistance mea
surements have also been reported for SWNTs.8 At present
the origin of the large variation in measured resistances
MWNTs are under discussion. Important factors are~a! the
quality of the nanotubes,~b! the fabrication technique ap
plied to electrically address one nanotube, and~c! the quality
of the electric contacts. Research on semiconductor dev
has shown, that the formation of Schottky barriers may r
der the realization of low-ohmic contacts difficult. Good co
tacts, however, are a prerequisite for future research and
plications of nanotubes. In this letter, a novel method
presented that allows to considerably lower contact re

a!Electronic mail: bachtold@ubaclu.unibas.ch
2740003-6951/98/73(2)/274/3/$15.00
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tances of MWNTs lying on prestructured Au-electrode fi
gers by many orders of magnitude at predetermined p
tions.

MWNTs are prepared by arc-discharge evaporatio1,9

and purified by centrifugation and sedimentation.10 The mor-
phology of these nanotubes was studied with transmiss
electron microscopy.11 The different nanotubes have out
diameters~o.d.! between 5 and 50 nm and inner diamete
~i.d.! between 1 and 7 nm. The most probable diameters
o.d.510 nm and i.d.52 nm. As substrate for electrical mea
surements a prestructured device, consisting of an elect
array each with four Au fingers, is used~Fig. 1!. This elec-
trode structure is fabricated by electron-beam lithography
a 232 cm2 substrate cut from an oxidized Si wafer. The fo
fingers are 25 nm thick, 100 nm wide, 6mm long, and are
separated~center-to-center! by 350 nm. 1.3 mg purified
nanotube powder is dispersed in 10 ml chloroform us
ultrasonic agitation. A drop of this solution is then deposit
on a prestructured substrate. After the evaporation of
solvent, the device is ready for inspection. The scanni
electron microscopy~SEM! image Fig. 2 shows the four Au

FIG. 1. Schematics of the Au structures covered by several nanotubes
Au fingers are 25 nm thick, 100 nm wide, 6mm long, and separated by 35
nm ~center-to-center!. Dashed windows indicate areas which are exposed
SEM: ~a! the window covers the complete four Au-finger structure;~b! and
~c! only contacts between a nanotube and the fingers are exposed;~d! the
small exposure window is centered in the middle of one nanotube.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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fingers with adsorbed~a! nanotubes,~b! nanoparticles, and
~c! one ~rarely observed! bundle of nanotubes. By adjustin
the dimensions of the fingers and the concentration of
solution, the number of nanotubes lying over contact fing
can be modified. For the experiments reported here, o
devices were used on which less than five nanotubes brid
electrode fingers. Typical configurations of nanotubes
schematically shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!.

We first demonstrate by two-terminal (2t-) measure-
ments that the electrical resistance is very sensitive to e
tron exposure. The exposure is realized by imaging a part
lar sample area by scanning-electron microscopy~SEM!
operating at 20 keV during a predetermined time. A rep
sentative device is schematically shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
viewing window of the electron microscope is selected
cover the complete four-finger electrode structure. This w
dow is successively exposed with increasing exposure d
Between exposures, all six possible combinations of tw
terminal (2t-) resistances have been measured. Figur
shows the dependence of the resistance as a function of
tron dose for a representative pair of electrodes. T
2t-resistanceR2t decreases substantially by four orders
magnitude from an initial value.100 MV to '30 kV for a
total exposure dose of 0.7 C/cm2. The fact thatR2t in Fig. 3

FIG. 2. Scanning-electron microscopy image of one Au-finger struc
after the adsorption of nanotubes. Arrows point to~a! nanotubes,~b! nano-
particles, and~c! one bundle of nanotubes.

FIG. 3. Two-terminal resistanceR2t as a function of electron exposure do
in SEM. The illuminated area is shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Downloaded 26 Mar 2013 to 147.83.123.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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does not~yet! saturate for the largest dose indicates tha
further decrease is possible. Due to the large area, howe
the exposure times are already large~1 h or more!. In order
to increase the total dose further, a smaller window~contain-
ing at least two nanotube-Au contacts! was selected on othe
samples; now,R2t saturated between 4 and 30 kV.

The remarkable large decrease of the two-terminal re
tance can have three origins. First, a contamination film
amorphous carbon deposited during the exposure may re
the measured resistance. Second, the electrical contact
tween the nanotube and the Au fingers may improve con
erably. Finally, the nanotubes may be modified by expos
with a resulting resistance decrease. The first hypothes
tested with a similar prestructured device without nanotu
bridging the Au fingers. This sample is exposed in the SE
to a similarly large dose of 1 C/cm2 under identical condi-
tions. All two-terminal resistances remain larger than 1 GV
proving that an amorphous contamination layer~if present at
all! cannot be the cause of the observed resistance drop
test the other two possibilities, selected areas are expo
instead of illuminating the whole device. These areas
1503150 nm2 large and are centered on places where
nanotube crosses a gold electrode. This is done on nanot
lying over all four electrode fingers. A sufficient large exp
sure dose of 4 C/cm2 is selected here. This scheme is sch
matically shown for two~four! different exposures on on
nanotube in Fig. 1~b! @Fig. 1~c!#. Before exposure all pos
sible 2t resistances are large, in the range of.1 MV–1 GV.
To enable the selection of a specific exposure area on a
able nanotube, a SEM image of the whole structure mus
previously obtained. Fortunately, this is possible with a do
as small as 15mC/cm2. In the specific device, schematical
shown in Fig. 1~b!, the two-terminal resistanceR2t between
the exposed contacts 1 and 4 decreases down to 25 kV, while
R2t between the inner contacts 2 and 3 does not change.
experimental finding implies that exposing a nanotube-
contact locally lowers the electric-contact resistance subs
tially. In order to demonstrate that the nanotube itself is l
unaltered by the exposure, the intrinsic resistance of
nanotube is measured using four contacts on one nanot
These are selected by local exposure as described a
@scheme shown in Fig. 1~c!#. Since the exposure conside
ably reduces the contact resistances, the major part of
electric current applied between leads 1 and 4 flows thro
the selected nanotube. The device is now reexposed u
another small exposure window with a large dose
'4 C/cm2. This time, however, the window is centered
the middle of the tube@see Fig. 1~d!#, just between the inne
contacts 2 and 3 which serve as voltage probes. The m
sured four-terminal resistance barely changes. It passes
1.32 kV before, to 1.23 kV after exposure. We therefor
have demonstrated that electron-beam exposure conside
reduces the contact resistance, and in addition, that the
mary 20 keV electrons do not affect the nanotube its
However, we cannot exclude a possible modification indu
by secondary low-energy electrons, which are generated
ing the formation of the low-ohmic contacts. From the po
of view of possible damage, our fabrication method is rat
mild when compared to ion milling5 and wet etching7 previ-
ously used. Finally, we mention that after local modificati

e
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the contact resistances can increase to large values in theV
range again after one week at room temperature. A sec
exposure brings the resistances back to small values.

This technique of selecting one single MWNT for fou
terminal measurement by local electron exposure was in
tigated on more than 15 samples. Of these samples,
were successfully modified in the sense that all two-term
resistances dropped considerably to values in the rang
4–30 kV. Measured four-terminal resistances do not supp
the data of Ebbesenet al., who have found variations of up
to six orders of magnitude.6 Our nine samples give consiste
values between 0.35 and 2.6 kV at room temperature. Un
fortunately, the SEM does not allow to investigate the na
tube diameter with precision. A resistivity of'3
31025 V cm is deduced when we choose 1 kV for the four-
terminal resistance, a 10 nm diameter for the nanotube c
section, and 250 nm for the gap between adjacent electro

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the r
tance in four-terminal measurements with electric conta
obtained by the local electron exposure method.R4t shows a
logarithmic increase with decreasing temperature thoug
systematic investigation is left open for further work. Wi
regard to the temperature dependence of the contact r

FIG. 4. Four-terminal resistanceR4t as a function of temperature for
single multiwall nanotube selected by the local electron exposure me
@see scheme Fig. 1~c!#. A dc current of 400 nA was applied.
Downloaded 26 Mar 2013 to 147.83.123.130. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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tance, all two-terminal resistances increase with decrea
temperature, but stay below 60 kV.

In conclusion, we have developed a novel technique
‘‘soldering’’ nanotubes to gold contacts. The technique
lows to selectively contact a single nanotube out of seve
others by locally exposing the area where the nanot
crosses the contact finger. All experiments point to the c
clusion that the electric contact between the Au electrode
the nanotube is modified but not the nanotube itself. T
technique enables the study of temperature dependent
trical transport properties of carbon nanotubes.

The authors acknowledge the fruitful contributions of
Birk, H.-W. Fink, A. Genkinger, R. Huber, and M. Kru¨ger.
This work was supported by the Swiss National Scien
Foundation.
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